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Editorial Perspective 

ASSAULT AT THE WORKPLACE 

-

Most kinds of work can produce stress and 
prove to be hazardous. ! n their efforts to 

survive and thrive, early humans had to struggle 
with thP. vagaries of nature, which, on many occasi
ons, must have proved fatally hazardous to some of 
~em. These hazards, however, would probably not 
nave been perceived as 'work hazards' but as a 
part of living. Obviously at this stage, there was a 
difference between 'work' and 'life'. With technolo
gical progress, however, survival gradually became 
less of a constant risk, and human beings settled 
down to the business of production, the basic 
means by which they existed and propagated 
themselves. But the technological progress associated 
with production had its own built-in problems, 
which became more apparent after the Industrial 
Revolution began. 

Sickness and absenteeism are two words which 
highlight the bourgeois perceptions of health. A 
worker 1s considered to be 'healthy' when he is 
'fit enough to work' and 'sick' when he is unable to 
'work'. Under capitalism, therefore, health becomes 
equated to the ability to produce goods, a concept 
which dehumanises the worker and reduces him to 
being just a form of energy for the production 
process. Contrast this perception of health to that 
of the World Health Organisation which defines 

~ health as a state o"f complete physical, mental and 
social well-being and not merely an absence of 
disease and infirmity. 

Wherever a new technology has been introduced 
the effects of the impact of this technology on 
ecology and human health have been recognised 
only many years later. The interval between introduc
tion of this technology and recognition of its 
effects has, in many cases been highly detrimental 
to both man and his environment. This situation is 
likely to continue as long as vested interests exist to 
promote dangerous technologies in place where 

.. _,goEfneral awareness about the dangers of these 
technologies is limited. 

With the increasing complexity of industrial 
processes, more and more hazards have begun to 
be recognised. The brunt of these hazards fall 
primarily on the working- class, the actual producers 
of goods. When this class is looked upon merely as 
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a tool in the production process. it is easy to 
understand why neglect of safety precautions 
occurs, particularly in countries where surplus 
work-force ·exists. It is revealing to examine in this 
context, two examples of safety standards set by 
different countries. In the industrially advanced 
capitalist countries, safety standards are higher and 
tretter implemented than in the less advanced 
capitalist countries. However it is in the socialist 
countries, whether industrially advanced or other
wise, that safety standards are highest. This is 
presumably due to the latter's eommitment to 
preventive health care. It must be noted that a 
physically safe working environment is one of 
several factors which contribute to achieving work
satisfaction. Other factors include a harmonious 
'organisation of work', control over the production 
process and channels of communication for workers 
to express their feelings about various aspects of 
their lives. 

Let us take a look at the economics of workplace 
neglect. For the industrialist, ignoring the provision 
of a safe working environment means less economic 
inputs into his industry for the same production 
output. This saving therefore becomes, another 
addition to the net profit. A similar situation holds 
true for environmental neglect. Good housekeeping 
and a clean environment means more investments 
something which an industrialist would rather avoid 
if he CC!n get away with it. 

An important issue currently being debated is 
the question of why two different safety standards 
should exist for worker and public exposure to 
hazardous materials. Proponents of the double 
standards (which exists today) have used four types 
of arguments as justification for the status quo. 
These arguments have been questioned by a group 
from the Center for Technology, Environment and 
Development at Clark University, U.S.A. (Science 
Today, April 1982). I am briefly presenting the 
debate as it examines a number of relevant topics 
in work and health. 

1. Proponents of the double standard argue that 
workers must be involved in production even if it is 
hazardous because it is for the larger benefit of 
society. Any attempt to reduce the workers' risk will 
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result in higher costs for the product, reduced 
employment op·portunities, etc. This is an argument 
which tries to balance the wo.kers' interest against 
larger social interests. 0 pponents of this social· 
utiility theory contend that there is no social justice. 
in this view and that the hazardous exposure is being 
accepted with only· very limited knowledge of the 
short-term effect of these hazards. What wiH the 
long term effects be ? And are we justified in expos 
ing future communities to these hazards? 

2. The next argument uses the premise that certain 
groups of workers are better able or more specialised 
to face rlsks that others like children, preg,riant 
women or the elderly cannot. Though on the fact of 
it this argument looks plausible, the face is that 
distinctions in workforce are not always clear cut, 
partlcularv in developing ,, countries · which have 
child-labour etc. 

3. Compensation has been given by empfoyers and 
even eagerly demanded and accepted by workers 
exposed to hazardous operations. This has been in 
the form of higher wages for riskier jobs as well as 
compensation for damage to health. Very often 
workers do not know and are not informed that a 
particular Job is risky. This is particularly true of the 
chemical and dust industries. Even if we accept the 
principle of compensation, the fact is that the system 
of compensation is highly inadequate. How many 
asbestos workers know that they (and their famllles) 
stand a chance of contracting cancer as a result o.f 
exposure to asbestos fibres ? The majority of accid 
ents at work and occupational illness go unreported, 
so in these cases the question of compensation does 
not arise. 

More importantly one must look at the question 
of compensation from the viewpoint of social 
justice. Can a noise-induced hearing loss real'ly be 
compensated? How does one quantify the compen 
sation for a chemically induced cancer. The problem 
with this ikind of compensati.on is that i,t may 
legitimise the risks imposed on workers. A similar 
type of legitimisation of · protection of workers is 
used by employers who give the milk-and-vitamin 
tablets formula as a sop to workers who are exposed 
to toxic substances. · 

4. Lastly. consent by workers to accept risks at 
their jobs is used as a [ustlflcetlcn for the double 
standards of exposure for workers and public. As a 
corollary to this,argument, it is also argued that the 
public is unable to give consent, therefore their 
exposure must be lower than that of the workers. A 
closer examination of this argument shows that 
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truely Informed consent cannot really be given by 
workers. No. job-aspirant is ever given a neutral 

· assessmentof the hazards of his job1by his employer. 
More significantly for a worker, the decision to take 
U:J a particular jo'b ,is based largely on economic 
necessity, job security and upward mobHity, etc. 

The femlinist movement has given us new insi- =/ 
ghts into women's wor~ both in and out of the home. '"" 
For long it had not been realised! that family and 
household work done by the women, could be v(_~ 
wed as an -essential prop for thema:n working outsf~a----'< 

,. and could therefore :be -quantified/in economic terms. 
Studies are now underway · in India to formulate 
methods of establtshinc money. valees for women's 
work. 

Mental stress from work can :be brought on by 
disruptive work patterns which alienate the worker 
from his work. Productivity deals, work autornatlons 
physical discomforts and fragmentation of work, 
contr,i,bute to the workers tack of control over the 
pace of production and conditions of work and can 
lead to severe psycho-i,ocia,I problems. These prob 
[ems are faced everibv the sociaiist societies of today 
and must therefore be closely examined and tackled. 

It 'is heartening to note that a number of indepen- · 
dent left groups are actively taking up issues of 
health and safety at work andi related problems. One 
must note that work of this nature cannot be done 
in isolation· only by trade unions or scientists but, 
must be done on an integrated basis with the work- _ 
ing class, environmentaHsts, members of the la'Q 
public, occupation health experts, etc. to be really ' 
effective.· At first g:lance, there may appear to be a.·,...,,. 
contradiction between oontrolllnq environmental 
-pollution and the interests of the workers (who stand 
the risk of losing their jobs if po Nu ting, industries are 
hut down). However, it :is Imperetive to note that 
here is a common interest between environmenta 
lists and workers who must exert a concerted effort 
to. force industries to clean up their environments 
both wi,thin and without the factory. Even though 
India is the eighth larg.est industrialised nation in the 
world; it is regrettable that hardly any work has been 
done in our country on work-related problems .. St.ud- · 
· d · h ··u· h · ·a· v:- ........_, 1es one in t e · 'S ' ave estimate · that 5 per cent of . , 
aH !Hnesses are related to occupation. The figure for 
:India cannot be much less and in alll probabliity is 
greater considering. the co-existing problems of pov 
erty and undemutrition, a surplus wor.k-force and 
almost no provision of safety measures particularly 
for workers in the unerqanised sector. 
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The world economic order has had much to do 
with the causation of occupational HI-health. ·Multi 
natlenals- have relocated :dangerpiis techn·otogies, 
e.g. asbestos from their own countries to other poorer 
nations, particularly, where there is.ignor?t-i.ce about 
these technologies and thsre'Is no significant labour 
·movement. There is a pressing need for a global 

~.~ information system which Informs trade unions about 
- .J;..,....., new data on, health ,riisks, and' about various news 

-<' being. debated on work-retated pro~l~r:ns. Ne_i,ther in 
the curriculum· of medical colleges nor in: actual 

- $ _r,'~edica1l,practice,isthere an emphasis on the detection 
6f'occupa:Honallly caused! ililnes~. Even the ES!, medl 
cat scheme which deals only vvirth: workers has not 
instituted any major effort Ih occupational l:ieailth. 
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The author wishes to thank mem'be.rs of: t
0

he 
editorial colleetlve for their comments and ·suggestions 
in preparing the editorial perspe_ctive. · · 

Bamana t;>.hara 

The· lack of concern among, workers ·an'd th~ir 
unions, untiil recently, ,r;egarding, heal,th anp saf~ty 
ai the work-place, the .apathv and corruption .of the 
State apparatus. The insupportable and mani,1:i"urfative 

... • ,. :t 
attitude of the capitaili.st and managerial, class and'. 

·-·;::..._ .. the acquiescence of th~ scientific and n,1edi~a1l ,int~lll 
egent~ia wi,th the ruling class forms' the .major focus . 
of discussion in the present issue. 

Working classes, for an int~lerably ,tong peri~~, 
have now been at the reclevlnq end .of the harmfu!I 

, . effects of industrial production. that . has not' dnly 
alienated· them from the pro_auct of ,their Jaoour 11/ut 
also has abused and assaulted their .faculties .of body 
and mind irediucihg therm to objects i:n, the process of 

·... production, l½l:eai:th issues related to the w'~/kpla'se 
. ~~e-n '..1-onment do not find a priority' in the agenda o,f 

wo~:;rs' struggles for their humane ':rights as part] 
cipa ts in the productive workforce, ,especially ilJ 
und;r~eveloped capitaiist countries,. because their 
day-td·day survival, is stiH at stake. 

. Ar1urag fvlehra and Sandeep Aqarwa't ;i,n tth_e 
Politics of Health and Safety. discuss_:t,his une~1ual 
contract between labour ano: capit~q.nd: ~.how fiOIII( . 
the ca'pitalist class _has successful'ly established -~ri 
ide~u,u.iJical f.rarnework that individualis_es .. the 

· -fl'roblcm of hea:1,th and safety at the, workplace: tlJ~Je 
fo~e;,. preventing, i,ts graduation i11to a so·c;'a1, issue 
that co'uld frustra,te the profit-rna,ximisation efforts 
of the capitalist by the issue becoming a cen,tr~,1 
focus of the workers' movement. 

· ifhe reporting system for occupationa1I distrases 
and acciclerits andl relevant legislation in 'lntlia has· 
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been reviewed in the article, Illness and Accident 
Reporting by J~an D'cunha, Loy Hego, Mihir Desai 
and' Vijay Kanhern of the Heailth and Safety Unit" 
B~mbay .. It is pointed out that. inspite of the gross 
inadequacies in the reporting system, the accidents 
reported in India are stiill' considerably higher than 
most highly ,industrialised countries. As f:or occupa 
tional diseases the repor,ting is so sma1111 that it ,is 
negligible, even when studies by various public 
institutions Hike l1CMR and CLl clearly indicate a 'high 
prevalen9e of diseases like si,licosis, byssinosis, 
pneui;moconiosis and asbestosis among others. The 
various legisla,ticms pertaining to work and health 
liave ·been examined and ft is shown how th!:)se 
supposedly pro-worker legislations are openly 
flouted. by the factory owners in coMusion with the 
corrupt protectors and implemantors of the.law. 

It i,s. not only° in tradi,tional arnd modern industry 
that workers are exposed to heafth hazards. Agricul 
turail workers too, encountrer iNness-causing health 
situations. which are ipecuUar .to their work. The 
People's .Heail:th Group, Patiaila describe in this article, 
the various ha?ards of agriculturail work. They point 
outthaUhese haz.ards;are not so much a consequence 
of the ,intrqduction of new t~chnolog,y, as they are 
of ,the p~evailent exploitartil(e relations of production. 

"A. [)' MeHo · reviews the book which has been 
much quoted by many of our authors in this issue. 
Death ,on the .joh by" Daniel! Bergman. Although it 
was published six years. ago, the narrative, docume 
ntation and anallyses of occupational hea:lth and 
sa,fety strugg,les in, the il!JS abo,ut work-related hea:lth 
issues of ,r~levance ,to the growing awareness among 
activists, ar1<;1. hea'l,th worl~ers. 

W.e intrnduce a'. new 'column' The Printed Word 
which with your help can be a·regular feature. On 
these pages, we aim to give reaaers a g,limpse of 
the health scene as :rep9rted in the press. Pleas·e 
helip 'US to keep track of what the dailies (especia.flly 
the ,regional dailies}° vJe~ as news, in the world 

. ot hearl,th arnd medicine . 
Ramana iDbaira 
Jana Clinic 
Kushaig1uda 
Secunderabad 
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